
PARAGRAPH WRITING (EGL1003)

COMPLEX SENTENCES AND HOW-TO PARAGRAPH



What is a complex sentence with time clause?

A complex sentence with time clause has one independent clause and one (or more) 
dependent clause (time clause).

Here are some examples of time clause, which always begin with time subordinators.

Time clause with time subordinatorsSubordinators

..after I finish writing this paragraphAfter

as soon as she took the medicineAs soon as

Before you cross a streetbefore

Since I left homesince

Until everyone finishes the testuntil

When I calledwhen

While I was trying to sleepwhile

Whenever I don’t sleep wellWhenever

Looking at sentence structure:



Identify independent and dependent clauses: Write IC and put a period at the end, if it is an 
independent clause, or write DC  and circle the subordinator, if it is a dependent clause.

______1. Before I go to work

______2. I take a walk around the block

______3.The exercise wakes up my body and clears my mind

______4. It’s hard to do this in the winter

______5. When I go to school

______6. It is still dark

______7. .After I get home from work

______8. He hasn’t married yet.



Identify independent and dependent clauses: Write IC and put a period at the end, if it is an 
independent clause, or write DC  and circle the subordinator, if it is a dependent clause.

______9. I can always take a walk on weekends, even in the winter.

______10. When it is raining, of course

______11. I never go out

______12. On rainy days, as soon as the alarm clock rings

______13. I turn over and go back to sleep

______14. Paris has excellent art museums

______15.as soon as her father comes home

______16. Whenever I got paid
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PARAGRAPH WRITING (EGL1003)
ORGANIZATION OF A PARAGRAPH: COMPLEX SENTENCE IN ‘HOW-TO’ PARAGRAPHS



Organization of a ‘how-to’ paragraph

A ‘how-to’ paragraph explains how to do something or how to make something.

Topic sentence: Topic and controlling idea

A topic sentence for a “how-to” paragraph just names the topic, while controlling idea tells the readers that they will 
learn how to do something related to the topic.

Supporting sentence provides series of instructions of 
how to do or make things. The instructions can be listed 
in specific time order or in any listing order. 

Concluding sentence of ‘how-to’ paragraph mentions the 
topic again to remind the reader what the paragraph was 
about, for example, “In no time at all, …”
“If you follow these…steps, …”



Look at the model and answer the following questions.

Write (T) for the topic, (TS) for the topic sentence, (CS) for the concluding sentence, and 
underline the controlling idea.

There are nine command sentences in this “how-to” paragraph, put a 
parenthesis on each of them.

Put a dotted line under the transition 
signals and time phrase. (There are 
eight in total ranging from one to 
seven words.

Does the writer use time order or 
listing order?

(Longman 
Academic 

Writing 
Series 2, 

p.74)

Highlight adverb of manners
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Time order

9 command sentences are found


